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ABSTRACT Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a type of leukemia cancer that arises due to the
excessive growth of immature white blood cells (WBCs) in the bone marrow. The ALL rate for children
and adults is nearly 80% and 40%, respectively. It affects the production of immature cells, leading to an
abnormality of neurological cells and potential fatality. Therefore, a timely and accurate cancer diagnosis is
important for effective treatment to improve survival rates. Since the image of acute lymphoblastic leukemia
cells (cancer cells) under the microscope is complicated to recognize the difference between ALL cancer
cells and normal cells. In order to reduce the severity of this disease, it is necessary to classify immature
cells at an early stage. In recent years, different classification models have been introduced based on machine
learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) algorithms, but they need to be improved to avoid issues related to
poor generalization and slow convergence. This work enhances the diagnosis of ALL with a computer-aided
system that yields accurate results by using DL techniques. This research study proposes a lightweight
DL-assisted robust model based on EfficientNet-B3 using depthwise separable convolutions for classifying
acute lymphoblastic leukemia and normal cells in the white blood cell images dataset. The proposed
lightweight EfficientNet-B3 uses less trainable parameters to enhance the performance and efficiency of
the leukemia classification. Furthermore, two publicly available datasets are considered to evaluate the
effectiveness and generalization of the proposed lightweight EfficientNet-B3. In addition, different measures
are employed, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
and baseline classifiers. In addition, a detailed analysis is given to evaluate and compare the performance and
efficiency of the proposed with existing pre-trained and ensemble DL classifiers. Experimental results show
that the proposed model for image classification achieves better performance and outperforms the existing
benchmark DL and other ensemble classifiers. Moreover, our finding suggests that the proposed lightweight
EfficientNet-B3model is reliable and generalized to facilitate clinical research and practitioners for leukemia
detection.

INDEX TERMS Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), efficientnet-B3, CNN, white blood cell image
classification, deep learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Leukemia is a type of blood cancer that affect the white
blood cells to become cancerous. The immune system of
the body is facing the risk of these abnormal blood cells,
which affect the bone marrow and white and red blood cells.
Bone marrow cancer affects children and teenagers. Acute
leukemia has two types: ALL and acute myeloid leukemia
(AML). Lymphocytes, a type of immature white blood cell
into the normal cells, multiply uncontrollably in the bone
marrow in ALL; they are further divided into three subtypes,
L1, L2, and L3; cells are typically tiny and have similar
shapes. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is the most common
type of leukemia in children.

Blood cells can become contaminatedwith cancerous cells,
which can infiltrate multiple organs and cause harm to the
body [1]. If the rapid growth of abnormal cells isn’t detected
and treated in time, bone marrow depletion can lead to severe
complications. The risk gradually decreases until the late
20s, when it begins to rise again. According to the American
Cancer Society, ACS estimates 6660 cases of ALL in the US
in 2022 children and adults. The ALL risk is high in children
younger than five years old [2]. However, themajority ofALL
occurs in adults. Chemotherapy, radiation, and anti-cancer
drugs are treatments for leukemia depending on the patient’s
symptoms and risk level. They are primarily concerned with
treating patients or alleviating symptoms of the disease. The
life expectancy of ALL patients has been extended by devel-
oping several therapeutic strategies. Patients’ age, health sta-
tus, and severity determine the best treatment [3]. In addition
to stem cell transplantation, patients in remission may also
be able to receive this treatment. The standard treatment for
ALL is chemotherapy, which prevents damage to the central
nervous system.When analyzingALLmolecular features and
cell morphology used [4].

Several morphological characteristics distinguish healthy
cells from ALL cells, including cell size, nucleus size,
nucleus colour distribution, nucleus texture, cytoplasm size,
number of nucleoli in the nucleus, nucleus contour, boundary,
and cytoplasm condition [5]. This disease can present with
minor symptoms such as fever, gum bleeding, exhaustion,
dizziness, and bone pain, up to severe life-threatening symp-
toms, depending on the bone marrow involvement [6], [7].
There was about a 1:5 and a 2:5 nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio
in healthy cells. Smear cells with a regular nuclear shape
and size are homogeneous and uniform, round to oblong, and
tiny in size [8]. Without proper treatment, ALL is a deadly
disease; if not treated well, it spreads quickly in children’s
bodies. Therefore, leukemia diagnosis requires classifying
the white blood cells in the bone marrow. The classifica-
tion of white blood cell images presented several challenges.
ALL blast cells and normal cells are difficult to identify
because of their similarities. The CNN technique is one of
the most advanced and popular computer vision techniques
to efficiently utilize for different tasks related to processing
image data [9], [10]. Various medical imaging applications
successfully used pre-trained neural networks like ResNet,

VGGnet, and Inception. CNN also used transfer learning in
which huge generic datasets were trained and then trained
on specific classification on a smaller dataset, a problem
prevalent in medical datasets.

Many researchers proposed various techniques and algo-
rithms for the detection of leukemia classifications. Although
there are still some limitations in this area, the challenges of
the current work motivate this study.

The following are the key contributions of the suggested
lightweight model:

• A robust lightweight EfficientNet-B3 model is devel-
oped based on depthwise separable convolutions for
accurate and reliable classification of leukemia cells.

• Two datasets are considered as a case study to present
a detailed effectiveness analysis for ensuring the reli-
ability and generalization of the proposed lightweight
EfficientNet-B3 model.

• The detailed empirical analysis is presented to eval-
uate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
lightweight EfficientNet-B3 model for accurate binary
and multi-class classification of leukemia cells.

• In addition, a comprehensive analysis is presented to
evaluate and compare the performance and efficiency of
the proposed lightweight EfficientNet-B3 and existing
state-of-the-art DL classifiers.

Furthermore, the remaining research article of our pro-
posed architecture is organized in such sections, such as
section II discusses the related work, and section III describes
the proposed framework of methods and materials. The
data description, preprocessing, and analysis are provided in
section III-A. Section IV describes the experimental setup
and results analysis and compares the proposed approach
with other current techniques, while V concludes the
article.

II. RELATED WORK
Several studies have been performed on white blood cells to
classify them. Traditional image processing techniques and
machine learning models are used for the classification. This
section presents existing leukemia detection classification
methods using in-depth features and feature extraction meth-
ods. Blood cell classification has been the subject of extensive
research, especially in developing modern CNNs. On the
large majority of datasets, accuracy has gradually increased
over time. The impact of early detection in cancer treatment
clarifies this work’s significance. There are many automated
computer-based systems for pattern detection, but their speed
and accuracy are not good [11], [12], [13]. Feature extraction
algorithms such as speed-up Robust Feature [14], [15], [16],
Scale Invariant Feature Transform [17], histogram of oriented
gradients [18], and grey level co-occurrence matrices [19] is
used for feature selection, and extraction, but there are some
limitations in this methods. CNN was used for this process
and achieved high accuracy.
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TABLE 1. Summary of literature review.

Furthermore, preprocessing stage involves pixel labelling,
colour space conversion, and pixel fusion in WBCs [26].
Detecting acute leukemia using a K-mean clustering tech-
nique and converting RGB images into LAB and CMYK
models in image format has been developed to resolve the
image acquisition, detection, and segmentation issue [27].
After preprocessing pictures to find ROI, optimize them with
histogram equalization and Wiener filtering [19]. Accord-
ing to [28], HoG descriptors and LR extract features for
leukemia prediction using the ALL-IDB dataset. The author
of [29] examined colour and texture data extracted from
2852 histograms using threshold and watershed approaches.
An analysis of the relative impact of different feature extrac-
tion techniques [30]. SURF describes how to mine fea-
tures from query-coloured images. Combining the SURF
technique with GA [31] increased performance metrics and
resulted in 92% feature extraction accuracy. There are three
detectors: SIFT [32], FAST [33], and CenSurE [34]. A feature
fusion strategy can also improve performance measurements
by integrating hand-crafted features [35].

In addition, It is possible to recognize objects using
traditional segmentation methods, quantitative and quali-
tative feature extraction and feature matching [36]. Due
to low resilience, there are some limitations. By utilizing

convolutional neural networks, efficient classification can
be prepared using automatic feature extraction [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41]. In deep learning methods [42], [43], [44],
[45], pre-trained models such as AlexNet, GoogleNet [46],
ResNet [47], VGG-16 [48], Inception V3 [49], and many
others extract and select features. Based on the simula-
tion of electron spectra for surface analysis (SESSA) algo-
rithm, Ahmed et al. Proposed a method for extracting
WBCs features using a robust CNN architecture called
VGGNet. Jagadev and Virani present a strategy for catego-
rizing leukemia cell images [50] and an SVM classification
method is used in [50] for the detection of leukemia cells.
The author of [51] proposed another approach to identify
ALL using SVM classifiers. In [52], the author uses K-means
clustering and support vector machines to recognize ALL
cells in microscopic images [53], [54], [55].

Recent literature has applied deep learning-based tech-
niques to categorize ALLs with significant results. CNNs and
custom CNNs have been successfully used to train and test
some cell categorization tasks [56]. In [57] a weighted ensem-
ble approach of CNN is used to detect ALL in microscopic
images. However, some of the main limitations of these
approaches are needed to be improved, such as low efficiency,
learning procedure, accurate detection rate, etc. Furthermore,
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FIGURE 1. Description of proposed methodology.

these scratch CNN-based DL architectures require a large
number of image samples, which are inadequate to acquire
from a real-world domain. Therefore, in this way, transfer
learning (TL) accomplished a significant potential to utilize
pre-trained DL architectures for ALL classifications. How-
ever, pre-trained models, such as AlexNet, VGG-16, ResNet,
etc., have several limitations, including complex architec-
tures having several new hyper-parameters, low efficiency in
terms of computational overhead, and feature discriminabil-
ity among both normal and ALL images. Therefore, a new
lightweight DL approach based on TL is needed to cope with
these challenges and develop a reliable solution for leukemia
cancer classification.

Therefore, We used deep learning techniques to classify
recent developments in diagnosing lymphoblastic leukemia.
We proposed A robust, lightweight model, which is used to
recognize benign and malignant Leukemia cells accurately
and reliably automatically, and classification techniques to
assist researchers in understanding the latest advancements in
leukaemia diagnosis. Additionally, many complex challenges
and future research scopes are discussed.

III. METHOD AND MATRIALS
This section explains the detailed methodology of the pro-
posed research study. Fig. 1 describes the proposed method
in detail. In this study, we first collect the data set from
the open-source publicly available dataset. After collect-
ing the dataset, we preprocess the data and annotation.
After the preprocessing, we need to create the proposed
model EfficientNet-B3 for Leukemia classification. Our

classification model used the pre-trained EfficientNet-B3 and
trained it with a fully connected layer (FCL). Finally, we have
evaluated our model with evaluation metrics.

A. DATA ACQUISITION AND DESCRIPTION
In this study, we used publicly available datasets such
as C_NMC_2019 and acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(All) datasets. The C_NMC_2019 dataset consists of
15,114 images of ALL collected from 118 subjects. Each
picture has a 450 × 450 pixels resolution with a black
background. Similarly, All dataset consists of all subtypes of
malignant leukemia, such as benign, early, pre, and pro. All
dataset images are captured using a Zeiss camera and also
provide segmented images using a colour thresholding-based
segmentation approach. In this way, binary and multi-class
classification is employed to detect leukemia to highlight
the significance of the deep learning (DL) based robust
classifiers.

There are three parts to the dataset: training, primary test,
and final test. Our evaluation tests utilized only the train
and primary test sets because truth labels were present only
in those two sets. Figure 2 describes the detailed dataset
description; Fig. 3 shows images of normal blood cells and
ALL blood cells.

These images were split into training and testing. The
image dataset contains both normal and ALL blast cells.
As part of this work, we used the labelled data from 45 sub-
jects, namely, 4039 normal lymphocytes and 9817 blast lym-
phocytes. These images were split into training validation and
test sets.
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FIGURE 2. Description of the dataset and its splitting into training and
testing sets.

FIGURE 3. ALL leukemia blast cells and normal blood cells.

B. DATASET PREPROCEESING
The images in the dataset are 450 × 450 pixels in
size. We used the TensorFlow crop function, the tf.
image.crop_and_resize() for resizing the images; after this,

the size of the image reduced resolution to 300 × 300.
We applied the Min-Max normalization approach This nor-
malization method scales the pixel values to be between
0 and 1. Mathematically, it is defined as:

Pixel normalized = (pixel - min_pixel_value) /
(max_pixel_value - min_pixel_value)

where min_pixel_value and max_pixel_value are the min-
imum and maximum pixel values in the image.

C. DATA AUGMENTATION
Data augmentation is a technique used to generate addi-
tional training data by applying various transformations to the
existing images in a dataset. We used ImageDataGenrator;
this can be useful for increasing the size of the dataset and
reducing overfitting in the classification model. In the context
of the classification of white blood cell leukemia using deep
learning-based features, some common data augmentation
techniques include:

• Rotation: Images can be rotated by a random angle to
simulate different directions we rotate image data in a
range of 20.

• Flipping: Images can be horizontally or vertically
flipped to simulate different viewpoints.

• Zooming: Images can be zoomed in or out by a random
factor to simulate different scales. The zooming range of
the image is 0.2.

• Width _shift _range The image shifted in the range of
0.2 left or right by up to half of its total width. It can be
useful for increasing the diversity of training data and
help to better generalize the model. Width shift range
augments the image in both directions.

• Height _shift _range This parameter is used to ran-
domly shift the height of an image. The image shifted
upward or downward in the range of .2 by up to half of
the actual size of the image.

D. EfficientNet
Efficient-Net was first introduces in [58]. The EfficientNet
uses a cutting-edge CNN model scaling technique. Simple
compound coefficients are used to achieve effective results.
As opposed to conventional methods, which increase a net-
work’s breadth, depth, and resolution, EfficientNet consis-
tently scales each dimension. The performance of models is
improvedwhen each size is scaled, but the performance is sig-
nificantly enhanced when each network characteristic is bal-
anced about resource availability. As a result of the equations,
the authors [58] systematically increased the resolution of the
image, and also the coefficient of depth, and width.

Depth:d = αϕ (1)

Width : w = βϕ (2)

Resolution : r = γ ϕ (3)

s.t. α · β2 · γ 2 ≈ 2 α ≥ 1, β ≥ 1, γ ≥ 1 (4)

The coefficient ϕ regulates the access of novel resources
for scaling the model. An initial grid α, β, and γ search
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FIGURE 4. The effecientNet-B3 architecture illustrated 10,3646 million weights. The term IRC stands for inverted residual
connection.

can identify these constants that define how the additional
resources are allocated to the depth, width, and resolution.

E. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE EfficientNet-B3
We propose to use the EfficientNetB3 version to balance
the excellent performance and the running time. EfficientNet
is a family of convolutional neural network architectures
developed by Google Research. EfficientNet-B3 is one of
the models in the EfficientNet family, which is considered a
balanced and efficient model. One of the critical innovations
of EfficientNet-B3 is using a compound scaling method to
automatically scale up the model’s architecture, in terms
of depth (number of layers) and width (number of filters
per layer), based on the input image resolution. This model

allows us to use more resources when processing large and
small images and perform better results and efficiency. The
EfficientNet-B3 is the third model in the EfficientNet family,
and it has the same depth as the EfficientNet-B0 but with
1.3 times the width and 1.2 times the resolution. The model
can capture more fine-grained details in the input images due
to havingmore filters per layer and a higher spatial resolution.
Thus, the model has more filters per layer and a higher
spatial resolution of the feature maps. The model consists of
stacked convolutional layers interspersed with batch normal-
ization layers and ReLU activation functions. Feature maps
are also convolutional using depthwise separable convolu-
tions, reducing the number of parameters by performing one
convolution per channel. Using this approach, the model can
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capture more complex patterns in input data while maintain-
ing a relatively small parameter set. With the EfficientNet-
B3, less computation is used to achieve better accuracy
instead of the exact calculation for worse accuracy. Compared
to the B1, the B3 uses depthwise separable convolutions,
which make the model more efficient and result in a smaller
model size, quicker inference, and lowermemory usage. Over
1000 classes of objects are classified using the EfficientNet-
B3 training dataset, ImageNet. This way, a great deal of data
has been gathered to train the model, which can be fine-tuned
or used for other tasks such as object detection, semantic seg-
mentation, and transfer learning. Using three parameters to
scale depth, width, and resolution, EfficientNet-B3 is a cost-
efficient, robust model. In this architecture, 26 convolution
blocks are followed by a convolution layer with batch normal-
ization activation. AnMB-Convolution is an inverted residual
block (a convolution layer, then a depth-wise convolution,
and then a convolution layer with skip connections at the
beginning and end). After that, the dimensions’ latent spaces
are minimized through a global average pooling.

In this research work, we propose an efficient technique
based on the EfficientNet-B3.We chose this specific Efficient
Net variation because it offers a fair balance of accuracy
and computing resources. Several other effective variations
can use the same principles. Using the model scaling con-
cept, other EfficientNet models are deeper and wider. As an
example, Figure 4 shows the EfficientNet-B3 model, where
IRC represents the inverted residual connection used by the
MBConv block. It uses the same MBConv1 and MBConv6
modules as EffeicienNetB0. The inverted residual link is not
used in all (IRC) modules. The abbreviation IRC stands for
the modules that use this connection type. The other modules
cannot connect because their input and output sizes are dif-
ferent, and it is impossible to perform an additional function

The input layer depicted the first CNN layer. Consider the
image’s input size of 300× 300 pixels and its dimension of 3.
EfficientNet-B3’s architecture is comprised of several CNN
layers. The training phase layer is flattened, dropout, and
predicted dense layer. The dropout rate for our dropout layer
is 0.3. The model has 11386829 parameters in all. Only the
11220445 can be trained, and the other remaining parameters,
87303, are not trained.

• EfficientNet-B3 (Functional) is a convolutional neural
network with pre-trained weights, with an output shape
of (None, 10, 10, 1536) and 10783535 parameters

• Global average pooling 2D 5 is a pooling layer that
takes the average of each feature map across the spatial
dimensions of the input and resulting (None, 1536).

• Flatten5 flatten the output from the previous layer to a
one-dimensional tensor of shape (None, 1536).

• Dropout5 is used for reducing overfitting by randomly
dropping neurons during training with a rate of 0.5.

• Dense4 is a fully connected layer with five units; it is a
final output layer with 7685 parameters.
For extending the architecture of EfficientNet-B3 by
adding Global Average Plloing2D Flatten and drop

TABLE 2. Modified EfficientNet-B3 architecture for classification of
leukemia blood cells images.

TABLE 3. The summary of the settings of our training hyper-parameters.

rate .45 to reduce over-fitting and Soft-max layer with
two classes 0 and 1. The architecture optimized for
3050 sample images in 20 epochs, the learning rate is
.001, and the Adamx optimizer is used for faster network
optimization.

The given model uses the Mean Squared Error as its loss
function. MSE is a commonly used loss function for regres-
sion problems, where the goal is to minimize the difference
between the predicted output and the true output. The opti-
mizer used for this model is Adam.Adam is an adaptive learn-
ing rate optimization algorithm that uses the gradient of the
loss function to update the parameters of the model. It com-
putes adaptive learning rates for each parameter. In general,
Adam can be a good choice when the data is noisy. The batch
size is 40, whichmeans that 40 training examples will be used
to compute the gradients before updating the model’s param-
eters. This is an important hyper-parameter that can affect the
speed and performance of the model. Larger batch sizes can
lead to faster training but also more memory consumption.
The number of epochs is 20, which means that the model will
be trained on the entire dataset for 20 iterations. The training
will be stopped after 20 iterations or epochs. It’s worth noting
that, depending on the complexity of the problem and the
performance of the model, you may need to experiment with
different values for these hyper-parameters in order to achieve
the best performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT, AND
RESULTS ANALYSIS
This section provides extensive information regarding the
dataset, experiments, model training, and model vali-
dation. The section also includes a performance com-
parison between the suggested technique and earlier
work.
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FIGURE 5. Training and validation accuracy.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The image size varies over datasets 300 × 300 image size
is generally common. In this study, we resize the datasets to
reduce training time and consistency. The dataset is randomly
split into two phases, the training phase, and the testing phase.
We tested the splits of 30%-70%, where the first 30% is the
testing percentage, and the additional 70% of data is used for
training.

• The learning rate of a hyper-parameter indicates how
often the weights of the network will change after back-
propagation.

• Our learning rate is set at 0.001 if the monitor value does
not improve, the learning rate is reduced by a factor.

• We set 20 epochs for the training of the data, and the
batch size is 40.

• For the first 5 epochs, the learning rate parameter is set
to 0.001, and for the following 15 epochs, it is dropped
to 0.0001.

• In the validation set, the model is saved with height
accuracy.

• Adamax optimizer is used for training purposes with the
extension of Adam that combines the best parts of the
optimizer. In some conditions, the Adamax optimizer
provides better results than the Adam optimizer.

• All the experiments were conducted in the Google Col-
lab with machine learning library TensorFlow [59] writ-
ten in Python.

B. PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED MODEL
After the model was developed, we measured the perfor-
mance of EfficientNte-B3 the data set was divided into train-
ing and validation. There are 9594 training photos in all and
526 for validation. The initial learning rate is 0.001, and the
batch size was 40. The training finally started with 20 epochs.

Fig. 5 shows the model training and validation accuracy.
Our model’s training accuracy started at the first epoch
slightly above 76% and validation accuracy at just below
72%. Training and validation accuracy increases to 92% and
88%, respectively, after just five epochs. After epoch 15, our
model starts to stabilize a little bit. The accuracy changes for

FIGURE 6. Training and validation loss.

numerous epochs before ending with 99.31% after 20 epochs
and 97.7% accuracy for validation.

Similarly, Fig. 6 shows that the loss graph for training and
validation is almost the opposite of training and validation
accuracy for example when accuracy increased then the loss
decreased. In this condition, training and validation losses
start at 65% and 58%, respectively. It rapidly decreased dur-
ing the 20 epoch and declined below after the 20 epoch.

Furthermore, various algorithms have been used in the
classification of ALL and normal leukaemia. There are many
performance measures [60] that have been calculated to con-
duct a valid assessment between the models and the fea-
ture selection technique to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed classifier. The performance measures as accuracy,
precision, recall, F1-score, and specificity [61], necessary
metrics for binary classification evaluation.

The following parameters are calculated in the evaluation
metric.

1) True Positive (TP) Identifies abnormal cell leukemia
samples that are correctly classified.

TP
Actualtrueclass

2) True Negatives (TN ) The number of the normal cells
is correctly labelled by the classifier.

TN
Actualfalseclass

3) False Positive (FP) A false positive means that an
abnormal leukemia cell was misdiagnosed as an abnor-
mal leukemia cell.

FP
Predictedtrueclass

4) False Negative (FN ) Normal cells that were misla-
beled as abnormal cell.

FN
Predictedfalseclass

Based on evaluation metrics parameters, the confusion
matrix is computed to evaluate the classification error of
the proposed lightweight EfficientNet-B3. In Fig. 7, it is
clearly shown that our proposed lightweight EfficientNet-
B3 performed well on the unseen data for both classes,
such as leukemia and normal classes. All class (leukemia)
is identified as positive, and normal samples are labelled as
negative. The proposed classifier correctly predicted 523 out
of those 534 sample images. Furthermore, our proposed clas-
sifier accurately classified 358 samples as TP (leukemia) out
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FIGURE 7. Confusion metrics of the proposed lightweight EfficientNet-B3.

of 364. In this way, it is found that our proposed classifier
classifies 6 samples as FN , which actually belong to the TN
class. Furthermore, it is found that our proposed classifier
predicted 165 samples as a normal class (such as TN ) out
of 171. 5 samples out of 171 are labelled as FP, which
actually belongs to the negative class but is incorrectly clas-
sified as positive. Overall, our proposed classifier performed
well in terms of accurate classification to produce a small
error, which indicates that our proposed classifier is reliable
and efficient in performing binary classification in terms of
leukemia and normal.

Furthermore, different performance metrics can be com-
puted based on the evaluation (confusion) matrix to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed classifier and compare the
classification performance of the proposed classifier with
existing state-of-the-art classifiers. Table 4 summarizes the
evaluation metrics to evaluate and compare the effectiveness
of the proposed classifier with existing state-of-the-art classi-
fiers. The correct detection is the difference between TP and
TN . Positive prediction means the actual label and predicted
label are both positive and negative prediction means both
are negative. For example, if we submit an image for testing
and its original label is leukemia, and the prediction is a
normal result, it will be considered as FP. FP label predicts
a negative outcome, while a FN label predicts the opposite.
False positives and false negatives are the values at which the
model accuracy decreases. According to our trained model,
most samples correctly identified their class, while very few
samples had false positives and predicted false negatives.

In addition, Table 6 shows a comparative analysis of the
proposed and the state-of-the-art classifiers to evaluate and
compare the performance in terms of accuracy, precision,
recall, and f1 score. The comparison analysis indicates the
proposed classifier achieved an accuracy of 99.31%, which
is significantly better than the state-of-the-art classifiers,
such as VGG19, Xception, ResNet50, and Efficient NetB0.

TABLE 4. Evaluation metrics equations with a detailed description.

TABLE 5. Evaluation percentage (%) analysis of the proposed and
baseline DL classifiers using binary-class leukemia dataset.

Similarly, the detection rate of the proposed classifier is
95.62%, which indicates that the proposed classifier effi-
ciently detects patients having leukemia cancer. In addition,
the recall of the proposed classifier is 98%, slightly better
than the Efficient NetB0 classifier. In addition, our proposed
classifier accurately performed and achieved the F1 score of
99.35%, which is high among the implemented classifiers.
Hence, our proposed classifier is efficiently performed well
to enhance the classification performance for subjects with
leukemia or normal cancer.

Additionally, according to the given predicted falsies, the
conditional probability for predicted positive being predicted
as positive values is 0.986 calculated using the formula given
in equation 5. Similarly, the conditional probability for the
negative values being predicted as negative is 0.970 following
equation 6. The high values of the conditional probabil-
ity suggest higher performance confidence in the predicted
models further added by the accuracy, recall, F1-score, and
precision.

P(A | B) =
P(A ∩ B)
P(B)

(5)

P(B | A) =
P(B ∩ A)
P(A)

(6)
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TABLE 6. Evaluation percentage (%) analysis of the proposed and
baseline DL classifiers using multi-class leukemia dataset.

Moreover, our proposed model is evaluated on a
multi-class leukaemia dataset to ensure the generalization and
effectiveness of the proposed research study. The evaluation
results indicate that the proposed classifier achieved better
classification performance compared to the state-of-the-art
classifiers. In addition, our proposed classifier achieved a
detection rate of 97.27%, which is high compared to the
other implemented classifiers for multi-class classification of
leukemia using the ALL images dataset. Furthermore, our
proposed classifier achieved a better F1 score of 97.57%
compared to the existing DL classifiers for leukemia clas-
sification. Hence, our proposed classifier is reliable and
generalized to make an accurate multi-class classification of
leukemia.

C. DISCUSSION
This section aims to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed
lightweight classifier for leukemia detection. In this study,
different baseline DL classifiers are implemented to analyze
the significance of the proposed research study. In addi-
tion, different evaluation matrices are utilized to evaluate
and compare the performance of the proposed and baseline
state-of-the-art classifiers. Fig. 8 visualizes the evaluation of
the proposed and state-of-the-art classifiers to highlight the
significance of the proposed research study. The effective-
ness analysis indicates that the proposed classifier improved
the classification accuracy by 7.98%, 5.41%, 4.21%, and
1.81% compared to the VGG19, Xception, ResNet50 and
EfficientNet-B0, respectively. Similarly, our proposed clas-
sifier significantly improved the detection rate by 12.52%
compared to the baseline VGG19 classifier. In addition, it is
also found that the proposed model improved the detection
rate compared to the Xception, ResNet50 and EfficientNet-
B0 by 6.62%, 3.99%, and 3.99%, respectively. Furthermore,
in terms of recall, our proposed classifier outperformed and
significantly improved the performance by 7% and 5.90%
compared to the VGG19 and Xception classifiers. Similarly,
our proposed classifier improved recall by 3.9% and 1%
compared to the ResNet50 and EfficientNet-B0 classifiers.
In addition, our proposed classifier significantly improved
the F1 score by 7.51% and 6.46% compared to the VGG19
and EfficientNet-B0 classifiers to highlight the effectiveness
of the proposed research study. It is also found that the pro-
posed classifier improved the F1 score by 4.35% and 2.45%

FIGURE 8. Effectiveness analysis of the proposed and baseline classifiers
for leukemia detection using binary classification dataset.

FIGURE 9. Effectiveness analysis of the proposed and baseline classifiers
for leukemia detection using multi-class classification dataset.

compared to the Xception and ResNet50 classifiers. Hence,
our proposed classifier is robust and reliable to significantly
enhance the performance of leukemia detection compared to
the state-of-the-art classifiers.

Furthermore, Fig. 9 presents an effectiveness analysis of
the proposed and baseline DL classifiers for the multi-class
classification of leukemia. The effectiveness analysis shows
that the proposed classifier achieved an accuracy of 6.97%
better than the VGG19 classifier. Similarly, our proposed
classifier improved the accuracy of 4.78%, 3.18%, and 2.91%
compared to the Xception, ResNet50, and EfficientNet-B0
classifiers. In addition, our proposed classifier improved the
detection rate compared to the baseline DL models. Further-
more, our proposed classifier improved F1 score by 5.38%,
3.61%, 2.39%, and 2.13% compared to the VGG19, Xcep-
tion, ResNet50, and EfficientNet-B0 (ENB0) classifiers. The
effectiveness analysis finding indicates that the proposed
classifier performed slightly better for binary classification
compared to the multi-class classification datasets. However,
our proposed classifier performed better than the existing
classifiers for the multi-class classification of leukemia.

In addition, Fig. 10 shows a comparative analysis of the
detection rate for binary and multi-class leukemia detection
using proposed and existing DL classifiers. The comparative
analysis indicates that the detection rate of the proposed
classifier is better compared to the existing classifiers. The
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FIGURE 10. Comparative analysis of detection rate for leukemia detection
using binary and multi-class classification dataset.

TABLE 7. Efficiency analysis of proposed and baseline classifiers using
C_NMC_2019 dataset.

analysis also indicates that the detection rate of the proposed
classifier is slightly better for the multi-class classification of
leukemia compared to the binary classification of leukemia.
Furthermore, it is also found that the detection rate of all
implemented classifiers is improved for the multi-class clas-
sification of leukemia compared to the binary classification.

Furthermore, Table 7 shows a detailed comparison of the
trainable parameters of the proposed and baseline classifiers
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed research study. The
trainable parameters include weights and biases to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed and baseline classifiers. The
analysis indicates that the proposed lightweight classifier is
required a small number of trainable parameters compared to
other implemented classifiers. Therefore, it is proved that our
proposed classifier is efficient because it drastically reduces
the computational cost in terms of trainable parameters to
enhance the efficiency of the proposed research study for
leukemia detection.

The algorithm suggested in this article is compared to
other blood cell Deep-learning classification algorithms with
the same dataset used in this study to classify leukemia
blood cell images. Gao et al. [62] proposed an EfficientNet-
B0 architecture. Additionally, it is evaluated compared to
various CNN models, including ResNet and Inception V3.
The experiment results indicate that the authors’ presented
method has the highest classification accuracy at 95.18%.
Using a CNN-based ECA module, Ullah et al. [63] improved
the CNN hyper-parameters and achieved 91.10% accuracy
on the dataset. To detect images of cells, in [64], the authors
proposed a vision transfer model and achieved an accuracy of

TABLE 8. Accuracy comparison with previous work.

88.20% on the dataset. On the entire data set [65], accuracy
was 98.50% majority. The voting Technique is also used
to compare the model’s performance in terms of computa-
tion time and accuracy. According to the experimental find-
ings, trained the model more quickly, and Ansari et al. [66]
used CNN model-based Tversky loss function to display the
detailed comparison results.

V. CONCLUSION
Our research paper presented image classification techniques
based on deep learning for classifying white blood cells
image data. We used a pre-trained model to accurately clas-
sify ALL and normal cells to predict ALL. In addition, this
research study used two datasets to evaluate the performance
and generalization of the DL-assisted pre-trained robust clas-
sifiers. First, the C_NMC_19 dataset was considered as a
binary class dataset to classify both ALL cancer cells and nor-
mal cells. Second, the ALL dataset was used as a multi-class
dataset to evaluate and compare the performance of the DL-
assisted pre-trained classifiers. Furthermore, different eval-
uation measures were used to analyze the effectiveness of
the pre-trained classifiers and also compared the performance
and efficiency to find the best classifier for leukemia detec-
tion. Based on comparative analysis, it is found that the
EfficientNet-B3 significantly performed well on both binary
and multi-class classification of leukemia and achieved a
detection rate of 95.62% and 97.27% for binary and multi-
classification datasets. Furthermore, EfficientNet-B3, as a
robust DL classifier, performed well as an individual state-
of-the-art and achieved an accuracy of 99.31%, precision of
95.62%, recall of 98.00%, and F1 score of 99.35% using
C-NMC-19 dataset (binary classes). In addition, a multi-class
ALL dataset was employed to evaluate the generalization
of DL classifiers and it found that EfficientNet-B3 outper-
formed the counterpart DL classifiers. Based on multi-class
dataset analysis, EfficientNet-B3 achieved an accuracy of
96.81%, precision of 97.27%, recall of 97.87%, and F1 score
of 97.57%. In addition, based on a detailed comparison
of the detection rate of the EfficientNet-B3 and ensemble
classifiers, it was found that the EfficientNet-B3 achieved
a better detection rate than ensemble classifiers for both
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binary and multi-class classification of leukemia. Moreover,
EfficientNet-B3 not only achieved better performance but
also had high efficiency by utilizing less amount of trainable
parameters to reduce the computational complexity compared
to other implemented pre-trained DL classifiers.

Future work will be conducted to utilize explainable AI
(for example, SHAP) to enhance the transparency and adapt-
ability of the proposed lightweight EfficientNet-B3 and other
pre-trained DL classifiers for leukaemia detection. Further-
more, the performance of the DL classifiers can be enhanced
by determining the optimal set of hyper-parameters, such as
the number of hidden layers, batch size, activation function,
etc. There is still a need for a practical solution to improve
image classification performance. Thus, future researchers
can explore a variety of new deep-learning models.
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